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This thesis investigates the problem of workload fluc-
tuation in management consulting firms. It employs the In-
dustrial Dynamics technique to look deeply into the internal
operations of a firm and identify such causes of workload
instability as too short an average case length. A consult-
ing firm's reputation, the way in which it acquires prospec-
tive clients, and the delays in changing the level of work
in house also affect the stability of its workload.
The thesis then examines alternative methGds of consult-
ing firm management. Allocation of professional staff to
the case work, proposal writing, and promotion functions on
a priority. basis leads to instability. Organization around
a separate promQtional group, en the other hand, yields ~
more stable workload, but inhibits the consulting firm's
growth.
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AUTHOR'S NOTE:
The relationships and numerical values fGund within
this thesis are the product of extensive discussions with
peGple in, and very closely associated with the consult-
ing field.
H.B.W.
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7"CONSULTANTS CAN RENDER A REAL SERVICE TO MANAGEMENT.
BUT THE BEST SERVICE OF ALL IS THE ONE WHICH THEY RENDER
TO THEMSELVES."
"Fortune", February 1965, p. 138
----------~------------------------~~---~-----------------
I. AN INTRODUCTION TO THE PROBLEM
There exists among management consulting firms a re-
markable paradox. They are playing increasingly crucial roles
as advisors to all segments of the economy, yet, at the same
time, many of the best are having trouble with internal man-
agement.
The most pressing internal problem for many consulting
firms is a highly variable workload. At some times, a firm
might be so busy that everyone is working sixteen hours a day.
Deadlines must be extended; there is a temptation to do a less
than perfect job. A few months later, however, there may be
little work in house, and extra effort must be expended to
8bring the workload up to normal.
Why is this important to the consultant? Consulting
firms, though very profitable when times are good, are basic-
ally high-cost operations. Professional staff costs are
quite large, with the most senior members drawing especially
healthy salaries. Overhead is high, considering the librar-
ies, computers, print shops, and secretarial staf~s found in
most large consulting firms. Promotion, too, is very expen-
sive. It generally involves travel and often speculative
presentations by the firm's staff.
Obviously, the key to profitable consulting is a steady
inflow of new business. Staff size cannot be changed rapid-
ly to follow a fluctuating workload, and idle personnel are
very costly. In addition, a steady workload allows better
planning, yields a more efficient operation.
t
A fluctuating workload is important noi only to con-
sulting firms but to their clients as well. Internal prob-
lems in the consulting firm might mean a delay in completing
an important job. They might -- especially when the consult-
ing firm's staff is very overloaded -- result in compromised
quality.
The consultant's fluctuating work load, however, is not
a "problem" in the classical sense. Rather, it is a symptom,
superficial evidence of a basic underlying fault. One must,
therefore, take a deep look into a consulting firm and its
operations to uncover the real problem causing these fluc-
tuations. Specifically, the inflow of business into a con-
sulting firm is directly affected by the policies of its
management, and some policies, obviously, must be better
than others.
The objective of this study is to analyze the inter-
nal management policies of a consulting firm and explain
the ways in which they can interact to produce a fluctuat-
ing workload. The policies employed by other firms will
then be 2tudied; policy changes will be recommended which
will lessen, if not cure, the problem.
9
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II. THE SYSTEM IN BRIEF
Defining the problem led to the conclusion that it seme-
how sprang from the interactien of management policies. It
is best, however, to ~escribe in general terms the workings
$f a cGnsulting firm before presenting a hypothesis of cause
and effect. This will serve as both a frame af reference for
the hypothesis and conclusions and a point ef departure for
a mere detailed description.
Since there are many ways of running a consulting firm,
it might, at first glance, appear quite difficult to be mean-
ingfully specific. This will be accomplished by first cQnsid-
ering a "medelf' which, with minor variatiQns, applies to many
firms and then comparing it with the majer alternatives.
As a consulting firm finishes the work in h0use and finds
new clients, the cases appear to move through in what resembles
a flew. From the universe of all possible clients, the firm,
through its promotional effgrts, attracts "prospective work":
companies (or other users) whe are interested in retaining it.
The next move is up to the consultants, fer if they make
a preliminary study and write a proposal for each prospect
Qutlining problems and a line of attack, there is a chance
that the prespects will agree tQ sign contracts with the firm.
If, on the other hand, a prespective client is made te wait
11
an unreasonable length ef time for a prepesal, he will grow
impatient and gG elsewhere for assistance.
Because prospective clients d0 not accept (or reject)
prop~sals instantane0usly, there is usually an amGunt ef
"work prepGsed fCDrand pending a decision" outstanding. The
fracti$n $f this which eventually CQmes to the consulting
firm depends on prapoaal quality, while the decisiGn time
varies frem situatien to situation. When a prepesal is ac-
cepted, prop.sed work becomes "w&rk in heuse" and remains ae
until the case is completed. (refer t. Figure Ne. 1 fer a
diagramatical representatien sf the flow)
What controls the fl<DW Gf work? As was mentiened befere,
the censulting firm's prometienal effert is (after some delay)
a majer determinant of the inflow of prespective work -- the
prospect acquisiti~n rate. The rate at which prepesals are
written (and their quality) determines the inflow of work fer
the consulting firm, while the case cempletiGn rate determines
its 6utflow.
The all.catien of a consulting firm's relatively fixed
prefessional staff ameng three activities -- premotion; pro-
posal writing; and working on cases -- determines the magni-
tudes ef the rates mentiened abGve, and management pelicies
dictate hew this is done. As a specific yet comm0nly seen
example, consider a priority system which allecates manpower,
o12
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as needed, to case work, preposal writing, and prometien in
that CDrder.
Re.ference te Figure No. 2 will reveal the "feedback"
nature o.fthis simple system o.finteracting elements. Pre-
metienal and proposal writing effort determine (a.fter delays)
the level of werk in house. The ameunt of work in house sets
the persennel requirements .fer case work, and, thereby, the
excess available .f0rproposal writing and promotion.
C\J
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III. A DYNAMIC HYPOTHESIS
Given the flow of work thr0ugh. a consulting firm and
its control by management's manpower allecation policies,
how d0es this produce the symptomatic behavior: a fluctuating
level of work in house?
Imagine a situation in which the consulting firm is ter-
ribly overloaded with work. According to management's pri-
erities, all available personnel would be werking on cases,
and this, of ceurse, means that there is noone promoting &r
writing proposals.
As the level of w0rk begins to shrink, peeple become
available for these functions, but their efforts preduce no
immediate new werk fer three reasons:
1. the delay in realizing the effects ef premetion;
2. the delay inherent in writing prepQsals;
3. the time needed by a prospect to decide en the
preposal written fer him.
Thus, the consulting firm's workload will continue to decline,
freeing more people and leading to additienal promotien and
propesal writing.
This decline can continue f~r many weeks before the first
preposals are accepted and the firm's workload begins to re-
build. During the slack period, quite a number .f the firm's
16
staff are prometing er working on proposals; the result is
a large amG>unt ef "wc>rkpropesed for and pending a decision".
As the first new proposals are accepted, the level of
work in heuse rises -- and continues to de se as more new
contracts are signed. More effort is needed fer casework,
SG premotiQn is restricted. Proposal writing fer prospective
clients continues, however, replenishing the level of pro-
posed wQrk outstanding. Finally, work in house grows te the
point where proPQsal writing must be restricted tee, er even
halted -- yet it centinues to grow because there is no way
to call back the prop.sals outstanding and many are being ac-
cepted.
Thus, another overload situatien develeps, and the cycle
begins over again. Viewed in this way, the priority system
of manpower allocation is obviously the "prQblem", the cause
of workload fluctuations. Subsequent detailed analysis, how-
ever, will show exactly where the fault lies.
17
IV. ! SUMMARY OF CONCLUSIONS
After some necessary refinement, the system discussed
in the preceeding sections was f0rmu1ated as an Industrial
Dynamics1 cemputer simulation model to facilitate a detailed
analysis ef its behavier. (refer to SectiGn V and Appendix I)
The use ef a c~mputer is an efficient way te PQrtray complex
interactiens over extended peri.ds of time; even the mest
active imagination cannet grasp witheut help the many sub-
tleties of a system such as this. Specifically, the computer
permits contreled experimentation, since everythiBg can be
held censtant except ene factor, and the effects 8f its var-
iation studied.
The fol1.wing is a description in brief af each major
series Gf c&mputer simulation runs; where apprepriate, a mere
detailed treatment will be found in Section VI:
1. The ebjective ef the first series was t. iden-
tify the facters which contreled the system's stability and
t. determine why they are impertant. It was first theught
that lengthening any delay in the system weuld decrease its
stability, fer it seemed reasenab1e that any slewing of the
worklead's respense t. attempted changes weu1d aggravate the
osci11itery tendencies. This, hGwever, proved to be a faulty
assumption.
18
Simulation revealed that the critical variable in de-
termining system stability was not any one delay, but, rather,
the ratio ef the delay in acquiring new business te the av-
erage case cempletien time. The larger this number (i.e. the
shorter the average case length, since the acquisition delay
is largely beyond the censulting firm's centrol), the less
stable the system.
The reason why case length affects stability is mest
easily seen when one considers an absurd example, the ene-man
censulting firm. If it takes him one month to find a new
client, he is ebviously in a more stable situation with one
year cases than taking en short twe-week jobs.
The implicati0n for a large consulting firm is quite
clear. It sheuld, whenever pessible, strive tG increase the
average length of the cases in house. The censulting firm
can, of c~urse, take on shorter cases witheut compromising
stability if it somehow reduces the delay in acquiring new
business. In particular, shortening the prospect's prQPGsal
decision time would greatly reduce the system's oscillitory
tendencies.
2. The second series investigated the significance
of unsolicited demand (i.e. instances in which the consulting
firm's reputation draws prospects without any promotion $n
its part).
19
A small, but identifiable relationship was found to
exist between system stability and the fraction ef pr~spects
which are unsolicited. While really more camplex, the basic
relationship is a decrease in the amplitude of fluctuations
as the fraction sf unsolicited demand grows. As unsolicited
demand increases, the level of prospective wofk is decoupled
from work in house; this effectively reduces the delay in
acquiring new business, making the system more stable.
The phenomenon of promotion-workload decQupling at least
partially explains why old, established consulting firms might
not be bethered so much by fluctuating w0rkloads as the newer
erganizatiens. The older &nes, after all, have many mere un-
solicited prospects.
3. The third series of runs represents a first lGok
at an alternative manpower allocatien pelicy -- ~:separate
promotional staff instead of the homogeneous workfGrce con-
sidered so far. At this point, the alternative policy poses
a real dilemma. Exceedingly more stable than straight al-
locatien by functional priorities, its use nenetheless inhi-
bits the normal growth of a consulting firm (see Section VI).
The last series, however, demenstrates the advantages of such
a policy.
The stability of the "constant promotion policy", of
ceurse, results from the high level of prospects it insures.
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It has been shewn that any reduction ef the new business
~cquisiti.n delay has this effect on the system.
4. The fourth series of simulation runs is undoubt-
edly the most impertant, for it compares the behavior ef
variable and fixed promotion policies under the assumption
of a continually changing demand for consulting services.
Here, the "constant promotion policy" demonstrates a
startling advantage over its alternative in the realm of
stability, yet still acts as a dampener on grGwth (again see
Secti0n VI). Thus, the management jf a censulting firm,
if it chooses to have a separate premot~onal group, sheuld
be fully aware of its implications.
21
V. THE SYSTEM IN DEPTH- ---- ---
Section III served as an introduction to a "consulting
firm system", yet it was superficial in many respects. The
flew of case work, fQr example, was described well, but its
controling functions require additional explanation. In
addition, anether important facter has received .nly the
slightest of attention up to this point -- the consulting
firm's reputati0D and the determinants of its value.
The first contrel function in the flow of case w~rk is
the prospect acquisitien rate; this is determined by the
demand for the firm's services. There are two types of de-
mand: the demand due to promotion and the unsolicited de-
mand which results from a good reputation, both of which
can be measured in terms of market share. In the first three
series ef runs, the total demand for censulting services was
assumed constant, while subsequent runs investigated cyclical
and random patterns (see Section VI).
Turning now to the other end of the flow, the case com-
pletion rate depends en the effort devoted to cases. The
required effort, ef course, varies with the amount af work
in house and the desired completion time (average case length),
while management's "all.catien by priority" pelicy dictates
that effort devoted to cases equals effort required, so long
22
as this is less than the consulting firm's total staff.
The firm's proposal-writing _ctivities have first call
an any excess after case work requirements have been met.
Two factors determine the effort required for proposals:
1. the level of prospective work (i.e. the number
of prospects awaiting proposals);
2. the desired writing time.
This requirement is filled in full, so long as it does not
exceed the excess from case werk.
If there is any idle manpower after case and prepesal
needs are satisfied, its effort is devoted tc prom.tien.
This, after a delay, determines the demand due to proID$tien;
it also, as was mentioned previously (and shown in Figure
No.2), completes a feedback leap. Specifically, the flow
of prospects determines work in house, while the level of
work fixes case manpower requirements. The excess is devoted
to prop~sals and pr~moti~n, thereby affecting the future in-
flew of new business.
There is, in addition to the "werk flow sectortt, a se-
cond feedback loop in the consulting firm under consideration
(please refer to Figure No.3). Only hinted at so far, it
C$ncerns itself with the growth of the firm's reputation.
A consulting firm's reputation can be either good or
bad. It develQPs over time as clients relate their opinions
\rn,
I
r
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to others and an image of the firm fQrms in the minds Gf
potential users. The nature ~f this image depends, Gf course,
on the degree of satisfaction received by those who actually
retained the firm.
For simplicity's sake, one can equate client satisfaction
with the quality of the work done for him. Quality must, in
some way, vary with the amount of work in heuse for a firm
with a 'fixed professional staff. More specifically, quality
is apt to be very good when the censulting firm's workload
is light and taper off as it becomes more and more everlQaded.
A fine reputatien is a valuable asset for any firm --
but why? The answer is found in the consulting firm's pro-
motional functiQn. As was mentioned previously, unsolicited
demand is the result of posessing a good reputation. The
better a firm's reputation, the greater the unsolicited de-
mand for its services, and the less prometing it must do tQ
keep up the level of work in house.
The increasing number of uns~licited prospects frees
personnel for case work and proposal writing; leads to a
higher equilibrium level of activity. Thus, the value of
a reputation comes from the more efficient utilizati0n of
manpower it permits. Another reasen f&r the value of a good
reputation is the length ~f time needed to develgp it.
Usually, one is earned ~nly through years of satisfying clients.
25
While discussing the importance of quality, one must
not neglect the effect of proposal quality on the proposal
acceptance rate. Other things remaining equal, the accept-
ance rate will vary directly with quality_ As with case
quality, preposal quality depends upon the amount of work
to be done and the time it will take to do it.
26
VI. ANALYSIS ~ CONCLUSIONS
Te facilitate a more meaningful discussion, the sim-
ulation runs will be divided into twe main categories:
analysis Qf the "prierity palicy" of manpower allocation
and the investigation cf alternatives. Each category is
then sub-divided depending upon whether .a constant or var-
iable input was used ("input" here refering te the total
demand for consulting services).
The significant findings in the first major series of
runs (priority policy; constant demand) are the following:
1. The system's stability varies directly with
the ratio (average case length)/(delay in acquiring new bus-
iness). Defining stability as the time it takes for fluc-
tuations to decay to one half the amplitude of the first
minimum, Figure N0. 4 gives a graphical representation of
the relationship.
The cause .f the relationship was discussed in Sectien IV,
but, to recapitulate, the system's oscillitory tendencies
spring from management's inability to quickly change the in-
flow of new work. It is hard to restrict the flQW as work
in house rises above its normal (steady state) level, and
equally difficult to increase it as the level drops.
Returning to the example of the heavily overleaded
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consulting firm, its worklead will begin to decline over
time, since the "priority policy" assigns all staff members
te case work during an overload. With n0 efiort being de-
voted to the acquisitien or new clients, few will come in
to replace those whose work has been completed.
Thus, a decline is inevitable. This will free per-
sannel for new client acquisition, but the delays in at-
tracting prospects, writing proposals f~r them, and their
deciding whether or net to accept could mean many weeks
before the effects of manpower reallocation are felt.
Meanwhile, the level of work is cGntinuing to drop,
and additional personnel are freed frem case work. Their
efforts cause the number 0f prespective clients to grow;
the number of proposals outstanding increases too.
Oscillation occurs whenever the levels of prospective
and "proposed for" work grow so large,during the delay
period that their subsequent emptying (particularly the
acceptance of $utstanding proposals) causes work in house
to rise above its normal level. The longer the delay in
acquiring new business, the greater thi_ effect.
2. Even the mest stable "priority policy" over-
shoots in its cGrrection of an overload situation. While
this behavior can, in part, be attributed to each of the
delays in acquiring new business, it is the time taken by
29
prospects to decide on proposals that contributes most to
the overshoots.
Consider a consulting firm whose reputation is so good
that it need never pro~ote to find new prospects. As its
workload falls from an overload situation, freeing persGnnel
for proposal-writing, their efforts can be immediately ef-
fective. Unsolicited demand insures an ample number of pro-
spects for which proposals can be written.
Even this desirable state of affairs, however, will
lead to an overshoot (i.e. the l~vel of work in house first
dropping well below its normal value instead of directly
converging on it from an overload situation). Because it
generally takes prospects several weeks to decide on a pro-
posal, the level of in-house work will continue to decline
for some time. The drop will finally begin to level off as
the rate Qf new case acquisitien apprQaches the case com-
pletion rate, and rise as the former exceeds the latter.
Thus, it is very difficult to avoid at least a small
overshoot, given that instantaneGus acceptance of proposals
is impossible to achieve.
3. It was determined that the amplitude of the
system's fluctuations varied inversely with the magnitude
of the unsolicited demand.
The discussion of the system's tendency to overshoot
30
made use o£ an example in which a very high unsolicited de-
mand insured the presence o£ prospects whenever personnel
was available te write proposals. But what if there were
no unsolicited demand? There would be no prospects waiting
£or proposals, since those acquired by pre-overloading pro-
motion would have grown impatient and gone elsewhere for
assistance. Thus, the consulting firm must first attract
prospects through premotion (under the assumption of no un-
solicited demand) before it can write any proposals.
The absence of unsolicited demand, therefore, greatly
increases the new business acquisitiGn delay. As was shown
previously, -thelengthening of this delay reduces the system's
stability in just the manner observed. An additional advan-
tage of unsolicited demand shQuld be reemphasized at this
point; it permits a higher level of case work by freeing per-
sonnel from the burden sf promotion.
Turning now to the second major series of c0mputer sim-
ulation runs, these investigated alternatives to the "priority
policy" o£ manpower allocation (retaining the assumption of
constant total demand). More precisely, they considered var-
iations of a policy which is probably the most common after
the ane discussed up to now: the separate promotional g~.
There are three basic variations of the "separate pro-
motion" policy:
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1. constant promotienal effort over time;
2. a constant component plus the excess from
proposal-writing, whenever any exists;
3. a separate, but completely variable premo-
tional group whose effort varies inversely
with the level of work in house.
No. 1 will now be discussed briefly. Consideration of the
others (and No. lts response to variable inputs) will be
defered until later in the section.
At this point, the policy of constant promotion ap-
pears to be a mixed blessing. Although startlingly more
stable than the straight "priority policy", constant promo-
tien inhibits the growth of a consulting firm by precluding
any increased efficiency from the development of reputation
and unsolicited demand.
The increased stability, af course, comes from the de-
coupling of promotion and the level of work in house. No
matter how overloaded the consulting firm becomes, there will
always be sufficient prospects to efiectively utilize person-
nel who become free for proposal writiug.
Under the "priority policy", however, there is no pro-
motion when the firm is overloaded. Thus, new prospects must
be found before any proposals are written. This additional
delay causes the level ef in-house work to drop well below
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its normal level; the extensive promotiGn during the slack
period leads to a future overload.
Because of its stability, the policy of having a sep-
arate, constant premotional effort has advantages when a
consulting firm is faced with a variable demand. In a sub-
sequent discussion, it will be shown that these advantages
can eutweigh the accompanying loss of growth potential.
The 'third series of simulation runs might be called
the "raison d'etre" of the entire study, for it is here that
the straight "priority policy" &nd two alternatives are sub-
jected to a more realistic variable total demand. This de-
mand has two components:
1. a cyclical one with a two-year period, rep-
resenting the idea that cQnsultants are most
in demand when business conditions are either
very poor or booming (i.e. peaks in consulting
demand would correspond to both maxima and min-
ima of a four-year business cycle);
2. a random component representing work not di-
rectly tied to the business cycle.
The input described above caused the workload of a con-
sulting firm employing the "priority policy" to fluctuate
very badly. By making the level of prospective clients very
volatile, the variable demand acts as a constraint on the
33
writing of proposals. After all, personnel allocated to the
pr~posal-writing function are effective only when there are
sufficient prespects awaiting proposals.
Lacking suffioient prospects, this effort will be de-
veted to promotion. The level of prospective work, hewever,
will not begin to grow rapidly until the variable demand has
reached a minimum and starts to rise. Then, of course, pro-
motion becomes more efficient; it is always easier to attract
new business when the demand for your services is high.
Thus, the level of prospective work will vary closely
with demand, as will the number of proposals outstanding.
Even if the cGnsulting firm has the manpower available, it
usually cannot write mGre proposals than it has prospects
to receive them.
Now it is easy to see why workload, too, varies in a
manner similar to demand. It is, after all, dependent on
the inflow of new cases.
Two alternative policies were tested with the same
input:
1. constant prGmotional effort Qver time;
2. a constant component plus whatever excess
exists from proposal-writing;
and the results were startling different from the unstable
behavior caused by variable promotion. With either policy,
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the system oscillated less and less over time until the
level of work in house was almost constant -- even thGu~h
demand ~~ ~ volatile as ever.
Previously, constant promotion policies were called a
"mixed blessing" because of the way in which they inhibited
a firm's growth. This liability, however, is now the source
of the system's stability.
Promotional effort being constant (Ci>ralmost so in the
second case), the level of prospective work will vary dir-
ectly with demand. However, as the consulting firm's rep-
utation grows, the number of prospects will rise too. This
occurs because the fixed promotional effort precludes more
eff'icien"treallocations as reputation and unsolicited demand
make prospect acquisition easier.
Although prGspective work continues to.oscillate, its
mean will eventually grow to a point where even the minima
are no longer constraining the proposal-writing function.
Subsequently, it makes little difference how demand oscil-
lates. The level of work in house will assume its "normal"
(steady state) value, just as though there were a constant
demand for consultants.
~o summarize the important conclusions from these three
series of computer simulation runs:
1. all other things remaining equal, the longer
the average case length, the more stable the
consulting firm's workload;
2. under the straight "priority policy" of man-
power allocation, a consulting firm's level
of in-house work will grew with the rise of
its reputation;
3. constant promotional effort will result in a
much more stable workload, but little growth
due to reputation increase.
35
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APPENDIX 1
AN _IN_D_U_ST_R_I_A_L _DYN_A_M_I_C_S _MO_D_E_L QE THE _SY_S_T_E_M
This Appendix contains the DYNAM02 equations ef the
medel used for c0mputer simulations. A brief explanation
fell.ws eQch listing, but it is assumed that the reader
is generally familiar with Industrial Dynamics, especially
such concepts as a "rate", "level", "auxiliary"', "third erder
delay", and "initial conditien".
6R PAR.KL=DFS.K 1
The prespect acquisition rate (man-heurs .f work/
week) equals the demand for the censulting firm's services.
52L PWL.K=PWL.J+(DT)(PAR.JK-PCR.JK-PWR.JK-O) 2
The consulting firm's prospective worklcad (man-hours
of work) equals its previous value plus the difference between
inflow (prospect acquisitien rate) and outflow (pr.pasal
completion rate and prospect withdrawal rate).
l2R PWR.KL=(PWL.K) (FRACW) 3
C FRACW=O.l 3A
The prospect withdrawal rate (man-hours of work/week)
37
equals the prospective workload times the fraction which
withdraws each month. This fraction is assumed to be con-
stant; the value at 0.1 implies an average waiting period
often weeks before a company withdraws as a prospect.
20R PCR.KL=EDP.K/MHPMH
C MHPMH-=O.l
4
4A
The 'proposal completion rate equals the effort devoted
to proposal-writing divided by the average man-hours of pre-
posal writing per man-hour of work in a prospective case.
Since the system represents a flow ef "workload" rather than
cases, PCR is measured in man-hours of w0rk proposed fori
week.
52L PWO.K=PWO.J+(DT)(PCR.JK-PACR.JK-PRR.JK-O) 5
The level of proposed work outstanding (i.e. the po-
tential increase in workload if all preposals were accepted)
equals its value one month earlier plus the difference be-
tween inflow (propesal completion rate) and eutflow (propo-
sal acceptance rate and proposal rejection rate).
12R PACR.KL=(PDR.JK)(FPA.K) 6
The proposal acceptance rate equals the proposal decis-
ion rate times the fraction of proposals accepted.
lBR PRR.KL=(PDR.JK)(l-FPA.K) ?
38
The proposal rejectioB rate equals the proposal decis-
ion rate times the fraction of proposals rejected (one minus
the fraction accepted).
39R PDR.KL=DELAY3(PCR.JK,TDP)
C TDP=6
8
8A
The proposal decision rate is the propesal completioB
rate after an average delay Gf six weeks.
lL WIH.K=WIH.J+(DT)(PACR.JK-CCR.JK) 9
The consulting firm's level of work in house equals
its value as calculated previeusly plus the subsequent net
change (prep.sal acceptance rate minus case cempletion rate).
6R CCR.KL=EDC.K 10
, The case completion rate equals the effort devoted to
case work (both measured in man-hours/week).
20A ERC.K=WIH.K/DCT
C DCT=16
11
llA
The effort required for case work equals the amount of
work in house divided by the average case length (i.e. the.
desired case completion time).
39
54A EDC.K=MIN(WF.K,ERC.K) 12
The effort devoted tG case work (in man-hours/week)
equals the effert required or the consulting firm's total
workforce, whichever is smaller.
7A EXEF.K=WF.K-EDC.K 13
The excess effort frem case work, which can now be al-
located among the firm's ether functions, equals the differ-
ence between its total workferce and the effort devoted to
cases.
44A ERP.K=(PWL.K)(MHPMH)/DWT
C DWT=6
C MHPMH=O.l
14
l4A
4A
The effort required for proposal-writing equals the
prospective workload (man-hours of work) times the manheurs
of proposal-writing effert generally required per manhour
of work being s.li~ited, divided by the average proposal-
writing delay (the desired writing time).
54A EDP.K=MIN(EXEF.K,ERP.K) 15
The effort actually devoted to proposal writing equals
the effort required or the excess from case work, whichever
is smaller.
20A DIFB.K=EDP.K/ERP.K 16
40
Difference B equals the rati. of effert deveted ~pr0-
posal-writing to the effort required. It is used as an in-
dicator of preposal quality in equation 17.
59A
C
PQUAL.K=TABLE(PTAB,DIFB.K,O.O,l.O,O.l)
PTAB*=O.0/O.0/0.O/0.05/0.1/0.2jO.35/0.5/0.6/'
.0.7/0.75
17
l7A
Prop9sal quality is a nen-linear table functien ef dif-
ference B; it is measured en a contiDueus scale from zero
te 0ne. The function sh.wn in Figure Ne. 5 is based on the
f61lowing assumptions:
1. The curve has a sl.pe of zere until DIFB=O.25. This
must be so, since "quality" here refers t. the percentage
ef prospects which weuld accept a given proposal, and the
cGmpetative situation ameng censultants is such that there
is a very definite ttthresheldn below which few proposals
will be accepted.
2. The curve has a slepe ef zero when DIFB=I.O. This is
based on the assumption that a prospect, not knGwing exactly
what to expect in the preposal, cannet detect a small devi-
ation from DIFB=l.O.
3. The maximum attainable value of PQUAL must be less than
one. Even when the consultant feel that he is dcing a per-
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feet job, the following factors must be considered
(a) situations change during the writing delay;
(b) sometimes, the client will not admit to a prob-
lem as the consultant sees it;
(c) some prospects have unrealistically high ex-
pectations;
Cd) the preposed cost might be prohibitive;
(e) the prespect might be "fishing" for a way t.
solve its own problems internally.
6~. FPA.K=PQUAL.K 18
The fraction of prop.sals accepted equals propesal.
quality. This is a result .£ the way in which PQUAL is de-
fined.
7A EFP.K=EXEF.K-EDP.K 19
In the straight "prierity policy": .f manpower allecatien,
the effert available for prometion equals the excess frem
case work minus the amount devoted te prep.sal-writing. In
a later sectian of this Appendix, the equatiens fer the "o.n-
stant promotion" alterJlative will be presented.
6A PEF.K=EFP.K 20
By definitien, the pram.tional effert equals the ef-
43
fort available fer promotion.
3L SMPEF.K=SMPEF.J+(DT)(l/TSP)(PEF.J-S¥~EF.J)' 21
C TSP=8 21A
SMPEF is premetienal eff.rt exponentially sm.othed Gver
a peri.d 8f eight weeks. This "averaging" prQceedure delays
the impact of a sudden change in the amount of promotion UD-
dertaken by,a censulting firm.
l2A, ADPEF.K=(SMPEF.K) (REP.K) 22
Adjusted promotional effert equals smoothed premetioBa1
effert times reputation. This equatiQD represents the cen-
cept: the better a firm's reputatien, the mere effective
its pramotion.
59A FIP.K=TABLE(FTAB,ADPEF.K,0.0,7E6,lE6) 23
C FTAB*=O.O/O. 002/0. 006/0.011/0.Ol5/0. 018/
0.020/0.021 23A
The fracti9n ef the tetal demand interested. i. a par-
ticular firm as a result of its premotien is a table functien
er adjusted promotienal effert. Reference t. Figure No. 6
will shew a "S-shaped" curve with a slepe er zere at ADPEF=
0.0 and ADPEF=0.021, reflecting the assumptions that:
1. the first small ameunt er premotion will ac-
44
complish very little.
2. there is a definite deminishing returns effect
and a point beyond which additional promotion
will bring few new prospects.
59A FWP.K=TABLE(UTAB,REP.K,0.O,2000,500)
C UTAB*=O.O/O.004/0.011/0.019/0. 027
24
24A
The fraction ef the total demand whose interest in a
consulting firm is independent of the firm's promotien
(i.e. unsolicited demand) is a function ef reputatien. The
exact relationship is shewn in Figure No.7; it is based en
the fallowing assumptions:
1. the total billings 0f management consulting
firms (in the U.S.) was estimated at $750 mil-
lien fer 1965.3 The reputations of several con-
sulting firms were calculated as is done in the
model; these plus estimates ef the levels .f
unselicited demand defined the curve's mid-range.
~ it was assumed that there is a threshold below
which very few clients will appreach a censul-
tant uns.licited. Thus, the curve will have a
slope of zere when REP=O.
3. it was further assumed that as reputation grews,
the marginal increase in unsolicited clients
t
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dreps after a whi,le fer marlY reasa>ns. These
include: the finite number of cempanies inter-
ested in hiring a censultant; the parallel rise
of ether consulting firms' reputati~ns; the non-
homogeneity ef a reputation; the inability ef
any firm t. solve all types of preblems.-
lL REP.K=REP.J+(DT) (RRI.JK-RRD.JK) 25
The ccnsulting firm's reputation equals its previous
value plus the subsequent net change (rate ef reputation in-
crease minus rate of reputati0B decrease).
59A QUAL.K=TABLE(QTAB,DIFA.K,0.0,1.0,0.125)
C QTAB*=-l.0/-1.0/-0.95/-0.9/-0. 8/-0.6/0.0/
0.80/1.0
26
26A
The quality .f a firm's werk is a functie. ef difference
A (see equation 27). The exact shape of the curve, as seen
in Figure Ne. 8, was derrived as fell.we:
1. because clients are not sure exactly what the
consulting firm will produce, they are net
very sensitive to small ameunts of "skimpingtt
(i.e. a less than eptimal selution still l••ks
pretty geed). Thus, the slepe is zero where
DIFA=l.O.
47
2. hawever, high expectatiens will cause clients
to become dissatisfied very quickly once it is
apparent that the censultant is not living up
te his premises.
3. the above is amplified by the large number er
alternative consulting firms available.
20A DIFA.K=EDC.K/ERC.K 27
Difference A equals the effort devoted to case work
divided by the required. It serves as a measure 8f eutput
quality.
51R RGR.KL=CLIP(QUAL.K,O.O,QUAL.K,O.O) 28
51R RRR.KL=CLIP(O.O,-QUAL.K,QUAL.K,O.O) 29
39R RRI.KL=DELAY3(RGR.JK,TCR) 30
39R RRD.KL=DELAY3(RRR.JK,TCR) 31
c TCR=52 3ll
The abeve'group of equations say nothing more than the'
fo11.wing: if quality is positive, reputation will increase
after a deLay which averages 52 weeks; if quality is negative,
reputation will decliBe in a similar manner. The long delay
reflects the difficulty ef changing aB established reputa-
tion -- be it geod .r bad.
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12A DEMP.K=(DEMC.K)(FIP.K) 32
The demand due te prom.tion equals the t.tal demand
fQr censulting times the fraction interested in this firm
as a result ef its promGtion.
l2A UNDEM.K=(DEMC.K)(FWP.K) 33
Unselicited demand equals the t.tal demand far censult-
ing times the fractien interested im the firm umder consider-
atien, independent of its prom.tien.
7A. DFS.K=DEI1P.K+UNDEM.K 34
The tetal demand for a cGnsulting firm's services is
the sum ef demand due te premetion and unselicited demand.
BA DEMC.K=CDEM+CYCD.K+NOISE.K 35
The tetal demand for consulting has three cempenents:
a constant level, a cyclical fluctuation, and randem var-
iations. The values of each were varied among series ef
simulation runs.
~ Constant Prom$tion Alternative:
6A. EFP.K=CPWF 19.
The effert available for premotiQn equals the censtant
promotienal workforce.
7A VARWF.K=WF.K-CPWF 36*
The consulting firm's variable workforce then equals
its total workforce minus the constant promotional group.
VARWF is substituted fer WF in equatiens 12 and 13.
49
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APPENDIX g
COMPUTER SIMULATION RUNS
This Appendix contains the graphical output £rom the
£our majcr series o£ computer simulation runs. Preceeding
each series is a brie£ description o£ the behavior observed
and its significance.
Series No.1:
The £irst £our runs demonstrate the e££ect of varying
average case length while the delay in acquiring new busi-
ness is held constant. Figures NQ'.9 through 12. show the
behavior of work in house (WIH), proposed work outstanding
(FWO), and prospective workload (PWL) for average case.com-
pletion times of 4 weeks, 8 weeks, 16 weeks, and 26 weeks
respectively. Notice the obvious increase in stability as
average case length grows longer.
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Figure No. 12
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Series No.2:
These tWQ runs (both in Figure Ne. 13) demonstrate the
effect of varying the level of unsolicited demand. The
first assumes 50% of prospects are unsolicited; the sec-
and, 25%, and the difference in stability is noticable. All
ether things remaining equal, stability increases with un-
selicited demand.
56
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Series N0. 2:
This series examines the policy of having a separate,
constant promotional group in a consulting firm. Figure
No. 14 assumes 50% unsolicited demand, while Figure No. 15
assumes 25%. Average case length is 16 weeks.
Notice the greatly increased stability over Figure No.
11 (alsa.average case length = 16 weeks). Notice too, how-
ever, that the constant promotion policy has little long-term
growth cempared with the results of variable promotion.
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Series N9. ~:
Figures No. 16 through 18 compare the behavior of three
policies in response to a variable demand for consulting ser-
vices.
1. allocation of effort by functional priorities
(alse Figures No.9 through 13).
2. constant promotional effort (also Figures No.
14 and 15).
3. promotional effort which consists of a constant
component plus the excess from proposal-writing.
These runs re-emphasize the stability of policies 2 and
3 as well as their lack of growth potential.
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APPENDIX 2-
&COMPLETE FLOW DIAGRAM OF THE INDUSTRIAL DYNAMICS MODEL
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